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Abstract. One insightful view of the notion of intelligence is the ability
to perform well in a diverse set of tasks, problems or environments. One
of the key issues is therefore the choice of this set and the probability
of each individual, which can be formalised as a ‘distribution’. Formal-
ising and properly defining this distribution is an important challenge
to understand what intelligence is and to achieve artificial general in-
telligence (AGI). In this paper, we agree with previous criticisms that a
universal distribution using a reference universal Turing machine (UTM)
over tasks, environments, etc., is perhaps much too general, since, e.g.,
the probability of other agents appearing on the scene or having some
social interaction is almost 0 for most reference UTMs. Instead, we pro-
pose the notion of Darwin-Wallace distribution for environments, which
is inspired by biological evolution, artificial life and evolutionary compu-
tation. However, although enlightening about where and how intelligence
should excel, this distribution has so many options and is uncomputable
in so many ways that we certainly need a more practical alternative. We
propose the use of intelligence tests over multi-agent systems, in such a
way that agents with a certified level of intelligence at a certain degree
are used to construct the tests for the next degree. This constructive
methodology can then be used as a more realistic intelligence test and
also as a testbed for developing and evaluating AGI systems.
Keywords: Intelligence, Evolutionary Computation, Artificial Life, So-
cial Intelligence, Intelligence Test, Universal Distribution.
1 Introduction
Understanding what intelligence is (and is not) plays a crucial role in devel-
oping truly general intelligent machines. Apart from the many informal defini-
tions from psychology, philosophy, biology, artificial intelligence and other disci-
plines (see an account in [16]), there have been some definitions which include
the notion of compression, Kolmogorov Complexity or related concepts such as
Solomonoff’s universal distribution (see, e.g. [4, 11, 7, 17]). Some of these propos-
als have claimed that they are necessary and sufficient, while others have only
claimed that the ability which is defined is necessary for intelligence but not
sufficient (so suggesting further factors, see e.g. [8]).
Apart from the view of ‘intelligence as compression’ (or compression – one-
part or (MML) two-part – being a necessary part of intelligence), the previous
approaches are based on a distribution of tasks, exercises or environments. Then,
intelligence is defined as good performance in this distribution of exercises. This
clearly connects the notion of an ‘intelligence definition’ with the notion of an ‘in-
telligence test’, notions which are tightly intertwined. The kind of tasks (static vs.
dynamic, predictive vs. explanatory, etc.) distinguishes the previous approaches.
The common feature is the distribution which is used for the selection of tasks.
While psychometrics does not choose tasks using a formal and independent dis-
tribution, these works take the tasks from a universal distribution [22], which
gives higher probability to tasks whose shortest description is smaller.
Nonetheless, the use of a universal distribution gives a very high weight (i.e.,
probability) to very simple tasks. The problem is that it is not true that in-
telligent systems have a monotone behaviour on the complexity of a task. In
many simple tasks, a very simple program can perform better than the smartest
human. Thus, aggregating results using this distribution would assign higher
intelligence to simple programs. One possible solution is to set a minimum com-
plexity value [13], but this is clearly an arbitrary choice. An alternative option
would be to define intelligence as the maximum complexity level where a system
can score ‘significantly better’ than random. This can be shaped as an adaptive
(or anytime) intelligence test [10], where the complexity of tasks (and speed) is
adapted to the intelligence of the agent which is being evaluated.
However, even though we think that these ideas are in the right direction,
there is a problem about the class of tasks we might generate from the universal
distribution. Using environments like those typical in reinforcement learning,
which is the approach taken in [17] and followed in [10], we see very clearly
that even very complex environments will be very different to the environments
a human (or an animal or a robot) faces during their life. We can, of course,
enrich the environments to be more physically realistic, with simple physics, in
order to allow the complex perception and mechanisms we are used to in this
universe. However, apart from being anthropocentric, this 3D physical world
would not ensure that other agents may appear, as it happens in, e.g., Mars.
If we generate environments randomly using a universal distribution over
a Turing-complete reference machine (Universal Turing Machine, UTM), it is
clear that some environments might contain some other agents. In fact, some
environments might contain life, and some others might even contain intelligent
life5. However, the probability of any of these environments is almost 0 for many
5 An early exploration of the idea of computable universes where life can emerge is
given in [20] and a discussion of how big a universe we need before intelligence might
appear can be found in [1, sec. 0.2.7, p545, col. 1].
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reference UTMs. So, we are quite far from what intelligence is supposed to be,
an ability to interact with a physical world, full of plants and animals.
In fact, this is one of the drifts taken by artificial intelligence in the last
decades. The appearance of multi-agent systems is a sign that the future of ma-
chine intelligence will not be found in monolithic systems solving tasks without
other agents to compete or collaborate with. This is also better understood in
comparative psychology and biology as well. For instance, [12] shows that cogni-
tive abilities for dealing with the physical world (concerning things such as space,
quantities, and causality) are similar for chimpanzees and human children, while
it is in cognitive skills for dealing with the social world where the balance is
in favour of humans. Furthermore, it is now better understood (see, e.g., [24])
that co-operation and communication are special traits of human cognition. In
fact, “evolutionarily, the key difference is that humans have evolved not only
social-cognitive skills geared toward competition, but also social-cognitive skills
and motivations geared toward complex forms of co-operation.” [24]
So using a universal distribution to define or evaluate intelligence might be
like evaluating or defining intelligent agents for Mars. A similar criticism has
been raised by artificial (general) intelligence, stating that intelligence must be
more embodied/natural/social [5]. In fact, there have been some proposals of
simplified worlds, such as Goertzel’s AGI preschool [6], to test and develop AGI
systems, whose complexity (in terms of shortest description) is very high (and
hence, with very low probability for a universal distribution).
However, a non-principled way of selecting environments mimicking the en-
vironments that adult humans or small children interact with dramatically devi-
ates from the goal of deriving a formal, mathematical and non-anthropomorphic
definition of intelligence, and would be useless far beyond human intelligence.
In this paper, we take a different approach. Inspired by evolutionary com-
putation, artificial life, multi-agent systems and social cognition, we develop a
more realistic distribution of environments. The basic idea is straightforward:
intelligence is the result of evolution through millions of generations interacting
with other live beings. Thus we define intelligence in this context, interacting
with other agents of similar intelligence.
We formalise the so-called Darwin-Wallace distribution for agents and envi-
ronments. Despite the many options and the many sources of uncomputability,
we claim that, conceptually, the notion of Darwin-Wallace distribution is useful
to re-visit previous definitions of intelligence [4, 11, 7, 17, 8, 10].
The next step is how this notion can be used for AGI development and evalua-
tion. We present a procedure which approximates a Darwin-Wallace distribution
by using intelligence tests over environments such that ‘certified’ systems are in-
corporated into the environments, so making them socially more complex. This
iterated process (in [19, sec. 5.1] a recursion is applied for the Turing Test) may
lead to more realistic testbeds for AGI or for reinforcement learning.
The paper is organised as follows. The next section deals with the frequency
of individuals in terms of evolution. This paves the way for the definition of the
Darwin-Wallace distribution in section 3. Section 4 introduces a constructive
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approximation of the distribution in the form of incremental intelligence tests
from non-social environments to more social ones. Finally, section 5 discusses
the contributions, implications and open questions which derive from this work.
2 Artificial Life, Biology and Intelligence
Many ideas from Artificial Life (Alife) [15] (and evolutionary computation) are
useful for understanding which environments may hold intelligence. The starting
point of every Alife project is a virtual (or artificial) environment where we
place some individuals (a population) inside. One problem in Alife systems (and
evolutionary computation) is that evolution stagnates at some point.
Of course, in Alife (and biology) we find the notion of ‘evolutionarily success-
ful individual’. However, many species on Earth outnumber the Homo Sapiens
(by several orders of magnitude), while their individual adaptability is poor
(their adaptability as a species may be high, like cockroaches or some kinds of
bacteria). The good thing about Alife is that we can force all the individuals to
have the same body, while only letting their behaviour evolve.. So even though
the notion of frequency in the real world is not related to the adaptability of
a species, it can be related to the adaptability of a species or individual in a
virtual world where the bodies and rules are the same for all the individuals.
Before this, we have to consider co-evolution and mind-reading. Co-evolution
is the evolution of one species in a direction which is triggered or shaped by other
species, as plants with insects, and mammals with intestinal bacteria. The geno-
type and phenotype (both its body and its behaviour) of many species can only
be explained as the result of co-evolution. Intelligence, as a phenotypical trait,
is not an exception. Intelligence can only be explained as the result of the co-
evolution with other species and the co-evolution with individuals of the same
species. In particular, when we focus on behaviour innovations (and not on phys-
ical changes), we find the concepts of mind-reading and manipulation [14], which
can be applied for competition but also for co-operation, which are essential for
predators and preys. Although ‘mind-reading’ has been used (especially in the
past) to refer to both the adaptation of the species and the adaptation (i.e.
intelligence) of the individual, in what follows we refer to the second. So, by
‘mind-reading’ and ‘manipulation’ we mean the use of information processing
and the use of mental representation of other individuals, and not a genetically
pre-programmed manipulation or simple pre-defined predator-prey patterns, as,
e.g., an anteater can have. Human intelligence is the clearest example of such a
social context. But again, evolutionarily, the key difference of humans in front of
other animals (great apes included) is their ability at knowledge acquisition and
transmission in order to perform better in very rich social contexts, “in terms of
intention-reading, social learning, and communication” [24].
So, a more realistic definition of intelligence must give more weight to envi-
ronments which contain other agents with social abilities.
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3 Darwin-Wallace Distribution
Systems in Alife do not generally create environments where life emerges from
scratch. On the contrary, they include a start-up population, from which things
evolve. Environments are created in such a way that agents can do some actions
and have a (generally partial) observation of the world. This setting is very
similar to the way environments are created in reinforcement learning (RL), but
the notion of reward is generally understood as a fitness function, which may
affect the way agents die, reproduce or mutate.
So, following [10] (which in turns follows [17]), we define actions as a finite set
of symbols A (e.g., {left, right, up, down}); rewards are taken from any subset
R of rational numbers between −1 and 1; and observations are also limited by
a finite set O of possibilities. We consider these sets to be the same for all the
agents. This means that, physically, all the agents are equal.
An agent is an interactive (Turing) machine which receives a pair 〈r, o〉 of re-
ward and observation, known as a perception, and outputs an action a. Note that
an agent is not a (Markov) function, so the action may depend on old rewards
and observations. Additionally, an agent might also be stochastic. An agent can
be properly formalised as a probability measure. For instance, given an agent,
denoted by pij , the term pij(ajk|rj1oj1aj1rj2oj2aj2 . . . rjkojk) denotes the probability of
agent pij executing action ajk after the sequence of events r
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A base multi-agent environment is also an interactive (Turing) machine which
takes as input the action of every agent and outputs rewards and observations
for each and all of them. Again, it can be stochastic and it can be represented by
a probability measure. For instance, for an environment accepting m agents, the
term µ(r1ko
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k−1) denotes the probability of the en-
vironment outputting the specified rewards and observations for all the agents
given previous rewards, observations and actions. Environments should treat
all agents equally, so changing the agent indices should not change the re-
sult. Other properties, such as sensitivity, minimum working (living) space, etc.,
could also be imposed, in order to define an appropriate multi-agent environ-
ment class6. Given this class, we can define a universal distribution by properly
(prefix-free) coding its environments over a reference UTM Ue, using the for-
mula pE(µ) := 2
−KUe (µ), where K() refers to Kolmogorov complexity. This is
the probability of the base multi-agent environment not considering the agents.
Another option here would be to define pE using Schmidhuber’s Speed Prior [21]
or any other computable variant of K, such as Levin’s Kt [18].
Using just one agent (m = 1), where the agent is the evaluated agent, we
would have an environment distribution similar to the one introduced in [17].
But we are interested in social environments where other agents appear. So we
6 The notions of sensitivity and balancedness, introduced in [10], could be valid here
as well if properly extended to multi-agent environments, in such a way that what
an agent does may affect the others. For instance, the environment class introduced
in [9] might be used, where rewards could be shared by the agents.
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need to introduce more agents. In order to do this, we define an agent class and
derive a universal distribution over its agents, (prefix-free) coding them over a
reference UTM Ua, using the formula pA(pi) := 2
−KUa (pi).
When we join a base environment µ with a set of m agents, we get an m-agent
environment (a ‘social’ environment with population of size m). From here we
define the distribution of start-up m-agent environments (denoted by σ) as:
pS(σ) = pS(〈µ, pi1, pi2, ..., pim〉) := pE(µ)×
m∏
j=1
pA(pi
j)
Note that this definition considers base environments and agents to be inde-
pendent. Of course, agents and environments are not independent in the real
world, and they are not independent in evolutionary processes. The advantage
of making them independent is that we can combine and analyse the distribu-
tions separately, and this may ease the construction of approximation without a
fully (and intractable) evolutionary process.
And now systemic properties emerge when we let the social environment run
(or “evolve”). We define the average reward for each agent j at step i, denoted
by Rji as the mean of the rewards that the agent has received from step 0 to
step i. We use this value Rji as a fitness function in a simplified ‘evolution’. We
define the probability of dying d as a function of Rji . Since rewards range from
−1 to +1 one possible choice is d(Ri) = δ(1 − Rji )/2 + , with 0 < δ < 1 and
0 ≤  < (1− δ) being small positive real numbers.
Finally, instead of considering gradual environment changes (as usual in evo-
lution), we define a probability of the environment being completely replaced by
a new one, while keeping the agents. The goal is to favour individual adaptability
instead of pre-programmed specialisation to the environment. In particular, we
define this probability as a constant (for simplicity). This small constant factor
0 ≤ c ≤ 1 means that for each step the environment might (with probability c)
be replaced by another environment, which would be chosen using pE . Of course,
if c = 0 we stick to the original environment forever. The rationale for all this is
that we do not want the agents to be optimised for the environments, but to be
optimised to behave in the context of other agents. In general, environments will
be very simple, so it is the multi-agent scenario which must greatly determine
the distributions.
After each step, we apply d to all agents to determine whether they die
or survive, replacing the dead agents by new agents using pA (or q(d,c,i), see
below). We do similarly for the environment, using c. Then, for each m-agent
environment σ, function d and step i, this defines a probability of agent pij after
step i, denoted by q(d,c,i).
From here, we denote the Darwin-Wallace7 distribution of degree i as:
pd,c,i(σ) = pi(〈µ, pi1, pi2, ..., pim〉) := pE(µ)×
m∏
j=1
q(d,c,i)(pi
j)
7 From Charles Darwin (1809-1882) and Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913).
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Logically, p0(σ) = pS(σ), since q(d,c,i)(pi
j) = pA(pi
j).
Given the previous definition, what does it represent? It just assigns proba-
bilities to multi-agent environments. For instance, an environment with sophisti-
cated and evolutionary-adapted agents is much less likely according to pd,c,i for
low values of i than for large values of i, as the probability of a mammal on the
Earth in the Precambrian is much lower than today. Note that this significantly
differs from an evolutionary system (either artificial or natural) in many ways,
since there is no concept of generation, there is no reproduction, no phenotype,
no inheritance, no mutations and no cross-over. In addition, the environment
may change drastically in just one step, so favouring general adaptive agents
ahead of agents which specialise to (or in) a particular environment.
The purpose of all this is to isolate social adaptability instead of the adapt-
ability to a single environment. The use of any mechanism from natural or arti-
ficial evolution that is not strictly necessary is then ruled out in this proposal.
The previous definition synthesises the notion that complex agents with com-
plex behaviours might have a higher probability the higher the value of i is. Many
of these complex behaviours are only useful when the environment is full of other
complex agents, which we can only explain with a kind of evolutionary process.
This is the reason why we use the name Darwin-Wallace for this distribution.
Consequently, previous definitions of intelligence [4, 11, 7, 17, 8, 10] can be re-
understood by using variants of the previous distribution instead of variants
of the universal distribution8 for regular UTMs. Of course, this gives infinitely
many definitions, since (apart from the reference UTM) we can parametrise i
and m. The higher i and m are, the more ‘social’ the intelligence definition is.
Nonetheless, despite the insightful and philosophical lure of the concept, it is
difficult to apply in practice, because its uncomputability or intractability (if we
use computable versions based on Levin’s Kt or Schmidhuber’s Speed Prior [21])
and many different options that could be taken (e.g., the probabilities d and c).
4 Approximating the distribution through testing
The introduction of the previous distribution does not mean that we suggest
‘constructing’ intelligence (or deriving social environments) as the result of an
inefficient, artificial evolutionary process. The alternative is an artificial selection
rather than a natural selection. Starting with a multi-agent environment, we can
introduce a first generation of agents, whose intelligence we still do not know.
After a sufficient number of steps, we would get an average reward for each of
them. From this individual assessment, we would (probabilistically) keep the
agents with the best results, while removing the agents with the worst results,
and introducing some new agents. With a large number of agents, a variety of
8 There can be a machine U such that the universal distribution using this machine
may match (at least approximately) a Darwin-Wallace distribution of degree i and
population size m. In theory this is possible (ignoring time in KU and excluding some
environments without agents), but finding such a machine U is similar to giving the
definition of the Darwin-Wallace distribution above, which is our goal.
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environments and several interactions with this assisted process, we would have
a testbed where only socially intelligent agents would score well.
It can be argued that this process is not very different to recreating natu-
ral environments and embedding humans inside. In fact, the Turing Test is an
example of this. However, in our proposal, environments are not anthropomor-
phic, they do not rely on natural language, and they accept any kind of agent
Furthermore, this process can scale up far beyond human intelligence, since it is
intelligence inside a social system that we measure (and use) to feed the system.
There are, of course, many issues about this process. For instance, it is pos-
sible that a highly intelligent system pia could score worse than another less
intelligent system pib for a low degree of the test, say i1. This is possible, but
considering that this is a probabilistic process and that pia might be re-introduced
again for a higher degree i2 > i1 (we have checked its intelligence for i1, but not
for i2), then we could eventually have pia in its right place.
But of course, there might be some environments where rewards are a lim-
ited resource. In these environments, competition would be expected. On the
contrary, co-operation could be encouraged if rewards could be shared (without
limits) by a group of individuals. For instance, in the environment class intro-
duced in [9], we can define rewards in such a way that they are eaten by the
agents (to favour competitiveness) but we can also define rewards which remain.
5 Discussion
There is an increasing consensus in biology, comparative psychology and even
artificial intelligence that intelligent systems must be social. Multi-agent systems
appeared as a realisation of this fact, and multi-agent reinforcement learning is
also in this direction. Several works in the AGI community have also advocated
for a social approach to intelligence. However, we did not have a formal definition
of intelligence with social abilities playing an important role.
Here we have proposed a novel environment distribution and a constructive
method to build social environments incrementally. In fact, the previous Darwin-
Wallace distribution can replace the universal distribution used in other formal
definitions and tests of intelligence presented to date. Of course, the appropri-
ateness and applicability of this would require theoretical or empirical results.
Although the distribution is related to (because it is inspired by) evolution-
ary computation, artificial life and natural biology, it is a novel approach to
understanding the set of environments and tasks we want general intelligent sys-
tems to cope with. There are three features in the definition which distinguish it
from a ‘distribution of life forms’: i) Physical things do not matter, placing the
focus on behaviour, since the ‘body’ is the same for all. In other words, it is a
‘distribution of mind forms’. ii) There is no genotype, cross-over, mutation, etc.,
so selection does not work for genes or species, but for individuals. In fact, in bi-
ological evolution, genes compete and collaborate, and we do not consider here
the ‘distribution of genes’, either. iii) Environments are replaced, so avoiding
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specialisation (to or) in an environment. Instead, adaptability to a wide range
of environments (i.e., intelligence) is the only fitness function for selection.
One of the problems of this approach is that now we are far away from the
notion of ‘intelligence as compression’. Nonetheless, the notions of mind-reading
and manipulation imply that agents need to be able to capture the models of
other agents, i.e. to compress their behaviours. Consequently, intelligence is re-
lated to the concept of adversarial (reinforcement) learning [23] and, eventually,
to the elusive-model paradox9. These two concepts are of course related to mea-
suring intelligence using games as environments, as suggested in [10]. And the
role of two-part compression can be vindicated again in social environments in
terms of communication, since having one model, the first-part of a MML mes-
sage (namely, the model/theory/hypothesis/concept), which is concise and can
be (relatively quickly and concisely) transmitted between agents (in contrast to
a weighted ensemble of models) must be crucial for communication.
Summing up, we think that the main contributions of this paper span over
the definition, evaluation and development of intelligence. We are conscious that
there are many open questions and many implications, especially on the re-
understanding of previous works on defining and evaluating intelligence, and on
the direct applicability of these ideas to develop more intelligent machines.
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